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Abstract
Despite China's cultural impact on Japan, Japanese physicians used the medical knowledge they adopted from their great neighbor with surprising independence. Being more open to interactions with Westerners, even after the adoption of a semi-seclusion policy in 1639, Japan played a major role in the early transmission of knowledge of acupuncture and moxibustion to Europe.

The first reports concerning traditional Far Eastern medicine by Europeans came from 16th-century Japan, where Jesuit missionaries accumulated considerable expertise in acupuncture, moxibustion, pulse feeling, and materia medica. Their observations were dispersed among a variety of letters, reports, "historias", and dictionaries, and they had no significant impact on European readers.

Medical interactions in Japan changed significantly in 1641 with the relocation of the Dutch trading post from Hirado to Dejima (Nagasaki). Establishing a permanent position for a surgeon/physician laid the foundations for continuous exchange between Japanese physicians and their Western colleagues.

European scholarly interest in moxibustion began with a booklet by Hermann Buschoff, a Dutch clergyman in Batavia, about a remedy for Podagra that he called Moxa (in Japanese, mogusa). Buschoff found it difficult to understand the physiological principles underlying his miracle cure. After serious debate in the German Academy of Natural Science, Andreas Cleyer, a licensed physician and trading post chief in Japan, clarified the botanical background and the production methods of Moxa. However, since Western physicians found themselves unable to understand Eastern pathology, they inevitably looked for parallels in their own tradition and in Egyptian medicine.

After Engelbert Kaempfer demonstrated the broad range of applications Moxa had in Japan, it was assimilated as a remedy for gout, following the old Western principle of "revulsion."

Following the scattered earlier remarks by Portuguese Jesuits, Willem ten Rhijne's article on acupuncture marked the beginning of scholarly discussions on the art of needling. He and his eminent successor at Dejima, Kaempfer, presented recent Japanese inventions, such as the guide tube needle and the tapping needle, which were not known in China. The guide tube needle was a simple technical improvement compared to previous free hand needling and the tapping needle was used as part of a new therapeutic concept that ignored the Chinese meridians (keiraku). Both highly educated physicians were unable to overcome the language barrier and depended on Japanese interpreters with limited knowledge of Dutch. Thus meridians were considered to be blood vessels, ki became "vapor" or "wind" (flatus), and the accumulation of ki in the abdominal area seemed to be a kind of colic. The use of needles in order to release such "winds" from the intestines was considered to be dangerous and inevitably led to rejection by Western medical authorities.
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I. Medicine in Early Modern Interactions between East and West

The bulk of research on medicine in the history of the cultural exchange between Europe and East Asia focuses on the eastward transmission of Western medicine, whereas the westward transmission of Far Eastern medicine has not been sufficiently studied, even though it is equally rich in its content. In order to develop a comprehensive and accurate picture of these interactions, it is necessary to include a broader range of historic source materials on both sides, while avoiding some preconceptions that have taken root during the 20th century.

Generalizing terms such as "Eastern medicine" and "Western medicine" do not take into account the peculiarities and distinctive features of the various countries and regions included on both sides, as well as the profound historical changes in early modern Europe and Asia. There were numerous schools and factions that occasionally contested against each other fiercely in both Far Eastern and Western medicine, many among them showing quite eclectic combinations of new and old elements in their etiology and therapies. This situation implies that commonalities and uniformity existed only at a rather abstract level. In addition, medical knowledge as the theoretical foundation of medicine and medical practice implemented in the actual treatment of patients were not necessarily consistent. For example, before the invention of ether anesthesia in the 1840s, Western surgeons could not effectively take advantage of most of the anatomical discoveries made by the eminent Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564), while in Japan acupuncture needles and Chinese materia medica can be found in the old medicinal boxes belonging even to the proponents of Western medicine. Although the reception of medical books and treatises is of great importance for the reconstruction of historic developments, the actual state of medical treatment has to be confirmed too by investigating treatment records, instruments, and drugs.

During the Edo period medical exchanges between East Asian and European physicians and pharmacists became significant, but direct encounters occurred only in the Far East. This imbalance had a significant effect on the exchange and how it was perceived. Furthermore, there was no antagonistic clash of Eastern and Western medical principles. Up to the second half of the 18th century, the evaluation of their counterpart's medical knowledge and practice was influenced mainly by actual research topics and medical discussions in the observer's home country. In some Western cases Japanese acupuncture and moxibustion were even given priority over European treatments.

The transmission routes between East and West were not always straightforward and simple. For example, the Latin translation of Chinese medical texts made by Jesuit missionaries during the 1650s in Canton was first passed to Andreas Cleyer, a merchant in Batavia of the (Protestant) Dutch East India Company, and afterward published in Germany under the auspices of the Academy of Sciences (Leopoldina). In another case, a Dutch translation of the Japanese book Outline of the Deepest Secrets of Acupuncture and Moxibustion (Shinkyu u gokuhi sho) was made in Nagasaki, then brought to Paris via Batavia and after half a century incorporated into a French book on "electro-puncture."

Since the second half of the 18th century, cases of re-importing can sometimes be observed. The Outline of the Deepest Secrets of Acupuncture and Moxibustion, for example, was written by the Japanese physician Kimura Taichū (1770-1842) failed to recognize these Western elements in Kimura's text. Sarlandiere published his French translation as a document reflecting traditional Sino-Japanese medicine. When turning to Japanese "Art and Science" in his famous Nippon, Philip Franz von Siebold quotes at length from the Remarks on the Essentials of Acupuncture and Moxibustion (Shinkyu ichiyō ichigen), a text composed by the Shgun's court acupuncturist Ishizaka Sōtetsu (1770-1842). But Ishizaka had already left the orthodox path of Far Eastern traditions by trying to harmonize Western anatomy with Japanese acupuncture and moxibustion.

Since the Japanese and Chinese share much in the way of culture, it was not easy for Europeans to discriminate between the two nationalities. When writing about the diversity of languages and the origin of ethnicities, Western scholars used to refer to the dispersal of people as described in Genesis, and in many cases the Japanese ended up as a mere offspring or branch of the Chinese people. Accordingly, up to the middle of the 19th centu-
ry, acupuncture and moxibustion were treated as common therapies of both China and Japan.

Later, the analysis of cultures in the Far East was based on a more rigorous methodology. Even so, while China attracted much attention as the cradle of acupuncture and moxibustion, traditional medicine in neighboring countries used to be described in terms of transfer and imitation. Even experts did not recognize significant differences between Japanese and Chinese medicines when tracing the "influences" of Chinese medicine "on other cultures"4). Such views are not rare even today. Since they distort our understanding of historical developments as well as the present-day situation, researchers need to pay more attention to the independence, creativity, and historical contributions of the "periphery"5). The following cases have been selected to illustrate these points.

II. A "Secluded Country" As a Source of Information

Since the Ming and Qing dynasties of China controlled interactions with other countries under a policy of maritime restrictions, Europeans rarely entered that empire. Starting with Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s Anti-Christian Edict in 1587, Japanese rulers also gradually limited the range of activities of the Portuguese and Spanish ("Southern Barbarians") in Japan, and in 1639 finally banned all Westerners except the Dutch from entering the country. The archipelago did not adopt a policy of complete isolation. With the permission of the government in Edo the domains of Matsumae, Tsushima, and Satsuma continued to trade with neighboring regions, and Nagasaki, which was a shgunal desmesne, became the official harbor for Chinese merchants and the Dutch East India Company. Until the "reopening" of the country in the mid-19th century, many European physicians worked at the Dutch trading post Dejima in Nagasaki, sustaining an uninterrupted medical exchange with Japan for about two centuries. More than 70 percent of about 240 Western books, papers, and reports on Eastern medicine published during that time were based on material and observations obtained in Japan.

III. "Southern Barbarians" and Sino-Japanese Medicine

During the period of Japanese-Portuguese interactions (1549-1639) that started with the arrival of a Jesuit missionary, Francisco Xavier (1506-1552), it was mostly missionaries and merchants from Portugal and Spain who played a leading role in the cultural exchange with the West. Letters and annual reports from the Jesuit mission, a history of Christianity in Japan, a treatise on cultural differences between Japan and Europe, as well as dictionaries printed by the mission press give a detailed picture of those decades6). There are no contemporary medical books or other texts that have survived, but numerous existing remarks and short descriptions refer to encounters between Japanese and Portuguese physicians. Only eight years after Xavier’s landing, a hospital of about 100 beds was built in Funai (nowadays Oita) by the Jesuit missionary Lus de Almeida (1525?-1583). This was not at all part of a long-term missionary strategy but rather a circumstantial event being closely linked to de Almeida’s personal history. He had obtained a surgeon's license in Europe and then made a small fortune as a trader in East Asia before entering the Jesuit order. Although many researchers praise this hospital as the starting point of Western medicine in Japan, in reality it was a place where Western surgery and Sino-Japanese internal medicine coexisted7).

Contemporary letters show that Portuguese surgeons enjoyed a high reputation in Japan during the 1560s and 70s. Quite a number of historical studies point out innovations, such as the washing of gunshot wounds with alcohol (arak) and the application of beef fat and olive oil. However, it is disputable whether these measures constituted actual progress. Japanese surgeons used miso (fermented soy bean paste) as a disinfectant and never thought of pouring hot oil into wounds as their Western counterparts did8). Furthermore, gunshot wounds were new to European physicians too, so there were no precedents for addressing them in ancient Greek and Roman medicine. Disputes about the nature and treatment for this type of wounds lingered until the 17th century9). The Innovative Method of Treating Wounds Caused by Harquebus and other Firearms published by Ambroise Paré in 1545 did not immediately find its way to Portugal, let alone Japan10).

Lus de Almeida requested the dispatch of European physicians to Funai in order to train Japanese "quasi
officiaes". This was not due to any kind of superiority of Western surgery but simply a measure to alleviate the shortage of baptized local surgeons\(^1\). In addition, clergymen were not supposed to be vested in medical treatment, especially surgery. Since the Council of Tours in 1163 "the church abhorred [any spilling of] blood" ("Ecclesia abhorret a sanguine"), and surgery does just that\(^2\).

De Almeida was an exceptionally rare case of a qualified surgeon who happened to join the Jesuit order later in his life. As a non-clerical brother, he enjoyed more freedom than a priest would have, at least for a while\(^3\).

Although there were occasional critical comments about the state of local medicine, the Jesuits did not ignore Japanese expertise\(^4\). In Funai the "internal department" was completely run by converted former Buddhist monks. Some of these physicians were praised by name, such as "Paulo Qiogen"\(^5\), "Uchida Thomé", "Miguel", and a "Diogo from Yokoseura"\(^6\).

The attitude of the missionaries toward medicinal matters (materia medica) was practical. Since it was difficult to obtain European drugs, the missionaries collected herbs at mountains nearby and sent orders to Macau, Malacca, and Cochin\(^7\). There were many Chinese drugs and medical instruments at de Almeida's "officina" (pharmacy)\(^8\). Lus Frois (1532-1597) was always carrying "new drugs" from Portuguese overseas territories as well as from Japan\(^9\). Some prescriptions were very effective against "three-day fever, four-day fever and all other illnesses"\(^10\). Moreover, the crew of a Portuguese ship completely recovered from sickness after herbal medicines were administered\(^11\). Sources show that missionaries acquired some knowledge of Chinese and Japanese medicines. "Paolo Qiogen" explained "fever and onset of disease" from Chinese books\(^12\). Although a medical layman, Frois was able to take the pulse "in the Japanese way"\(^13\).

Therefore, it is not by accident that a Japanese-Portuguese dictionary (Vocabulario da lingoa de Japam)\(^14\), which the Jesuits printed in 1603 in Nagasaki, contains a tremendous number of herbs and drugs (190 headwords), names of diseases (about 450 headwords), names of body parts and anatomical expressions (about 240 headwords), names of medical instruments (15 headwords), and terms related to veterinary medicine (27 headwords). Some of the approximately fifty entries related to acupuncture and moxibustion explained highly specialized terms such as "Vchibari," "Tomebari," "Guinxin," "Qinxin," and "Firabarize"\(^15\).

Likewise, there was a note saying as a therapy to treat patients suffering from eye trouble or excessive sensitivity to cold\(^16\), one should place 3000 to 4000 buttons of fire on the skin of the patient. This is quite common in Japan, but we should take it with a grain of salt. Because in Japan the buttons of fire are a bean sized or pomegranate-seed sized pellets made of dried leaves. They are placed on the skin, ignited at the top and burned up completely. The practice is very easy and after 15 to 20 at the same location the others cause almost no pain whatever, because the flesh there has already become nump. So, they are different from our cautery. I myself have tried the Japanese ones and taken more than 3000 at the back and knees for a variety of pains and eye trouble\(^17\).
The missionaries used the term "button of fire" (botão de fogo) whenever they referred to moxibustion in their letters and reports. In Europe this was a cautery with a button-like round top used to close wounds and broken blood vessels or to induce suppuration at certain locations. Understandably, Western readers were quite surprised that such "buttons of fire" were so frequently used in Japan. On the other hand, according to a treatise on the cultural differences between Japan and Europe written by Frois in 1585, the Japanese did not accept urinary diagnoses, bloodletting, enemas, cauterization, and other therapies deemed indispensable in Europe. Obviously, they were not always overwhelmed by Western achievements. Medical interaction between Europe and Japan in the 16th century was by no means one-sided but instead rather well balanced. There was no fixed teacher-student relationship, nor was there a victory parade of Western medicine.

The fate of Jesuit churches, schools, hospitals, and nursing homes in Japan was short lived. The hospital in Funai was destroyed by troops of the domain of Satsuma in 1587, and as the suppression of Christianity became stronger, the promising attempt to combine Western and Far Eastern medicines quickly disappeared. In 1589 the Jesuit Vice-Provincial Gaspar Coelho sent a letter to the superior general of the order deploring that there were "no physicians and no drugs. Nobody knows how to perform phlebotomy. Three friars have already died of illness from the burden of persecution." Two years later, Padre João Rodrigues (1561-1633), who fell ill in Kyoto, had to travel as far as 700 km back to Nagasaki for his treatment. In 1612 the vice-provincial Francisco Pasio proclaimed an unconditional ban that prevented members of the Jesuit Society from any study of medicine or medical practice. Since then, remarks on that subject disappeared from all correspondence. In 1620, the last nursing home that Japanese Christians were running in Nagasaki was destroyed.

Franciscans and Augustinians, who arrived in Japan in those decades, devoted themselves to patient care, but like the Jesuits they ran into trouble everywhere, and no details are known about their medical endeavours. From the 1620s on, a sustained exchange between Japanese and European physicians had become practically impossible.

IV. The Relocation of the Dutch Trading Post and the Beginning of Continuous Interactions between Japanese and European Physicians

The Dutch East India Company (Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie, VOC) established a trading post in Japan in 1609, only seven years after it was founded as the first stock corporation in world history. Employees working at the company’s trading posts in the East Indies were usually treated by surgeons from anchoring Dutch ships or by local physicians. Gradually, a health care system was organized with Batavia at its center, but it was not easy to find able physicians or to secure drugs in sufficient quantities and at reasonable prices that were compliant with the standards of the Pharmacopoeia Amstelredamensis.

In Japan, after the deportation of the Spanish and Portuguese, the Dutch trading post was relocated from Hirado to Nagasaki, a city under the direct control of the central government. The Dutch were confined to Dejima, a small artificial island, and this brought about a fundamental change in the medical interactions between Japan and Europe. It was then that the company finally in-
stalled a resident physician who took care of the trading post personnel and accompanied his superior on the annual journey to the court of the Shgun. For the first time in Dutch-Japanese relations a continuous medical exchange was possible that even included Edo. In addition, a steady flow of reports on the activities of the Dutch was conveyed to the court as two Japanese Nagasaki governors, one residing in Edo and one in Nagasaki, had to switch residency every year.

As they were not engaged in trade, European physicians at Dejima enjoyed more freedom than merchants. They were occasionally asked to look after high-ranking Japanese patients and met with outstanding colleagues at the Shgun's court and at the residencies of officials and regional lords. In this respect Dutch physicians were luckier than the "Southern Barbarian" physicians during Japan's "Christian Century"; however, the length of their stay in Japan was limited to a few years at most. Furthermore, as they were not allowed to study the language, they were unable to read Japanese and Chinese books for themselves and had to rely, in encounters with patients and colleagues, on Japanese interpreters who were no experts in medicinal affairs. Accordingly, the language barrier prevented any detailed analysis and deeper understanding at least until the first half of the 18th century.

In the diary of the trading post chief and other historical sources, we can find the names of more than ninety physicians/surgeons and pharmacists. For about a century the European medical presence in Japan was dominated by barber-surgeons who had received their educations in guilds. Later, the number of graduates from universities and military medical schools increased. Some trading post physicians had an interest in Japanese medicine. Willem ten Rhijne, Engelbert Kaempfer, Willem Wagemans, Carl Peter Thunberg, and Philipp Franz von Siebold in particular deserve credit for outstanding research and medical contributions. In addition, some ambitious trading post chiefs, such as Andreas Cleyer and Isaac Titsingh actively investigated Japanese and Chinese drugs as well as acupuncture and moxibustion.

V. "Moxa" as a Remedy for Podagra

Although the Jesuits had occasionally referred to Japanese "buttons of fire," the first fully-fledged Western discussion of Moxa was triggered by a booklet written by Hermann Buschoff (1620?-1674), a Dutch clergyman in Batavia. Buschoff was suffering from Podagra and received treatment by physicians of the Dutch East India Company. Since they were unable to alleviate his intense pain, he called for a local doctress who had come from "Quinam" (Quang Nam), a kingdom in present-day Vietnam. She carefully searched the affected area and placed about 20 pellets of Moxa on his legs and knees for about half an hour. It is questionable whether she diagnosed Buschoff with Podagra, but the effect of the treatment exceeded his expectations. After this experience, he devoted many years to finding out more about the miraculous Moxa and finally wrote a Detailed Study on Podagra Including a Secure Discharching Remedy for its Cure (Het Podagra, nader als oyt nagevorst en uytgevonden, midsgaders des selfs sekere genesingh of ontlastend hulp-middel)13). The fact that a clergyman in Batavia who had never visited Japan used the term Moxa (mogusa in Japanese), implies that Japanese Moxa was widely distributed in East Asia. Buschoff's booklet targeted general readers and attracted considerable attention. Following the Dutch printing (1675), an English version (1676) and a German version (1677) were published, which spread the new remedy and its name all over Europe.

The end of Buschoff's booklet reprints an address in Amsterdam, where Moxa was available. The "burning wool" delivered by the Dutch East India Company fetched high prices. M. Gottfried Purmann (1648-1721), a German surgeon, paid a great deal of money when he began to perform a "miracle-like therapy using Moxa" during the 1690s. After he had treated several patients suffering from pain in the back and extremities, he ran out of Moxa and had to buy "from other surgeons the very small amount of Moxa that they had." He pointed out that Moxa was not used as often as it had been earlier. In 1737 Johann Christian Kundmann (1684-1751) wrote that the Asian incense sticks, recommended to ignite the Moxa, had been sold 30 years ago at three guilders per lot (about 16 gramm) under the name of "Ambergris candles" since they were under an embargo. In the trading documents of the Dutch East India Company, Moxa was subsumed under "medicinal material," but there is no doubt that it was brought to Europe and used there.

According to Buschoff, gout is an unnatural, internal small "swelling" (geswel) deep inside the periosteuem, caused by a "dry and cold malignant vapor" (een drooge en koude quaedt-aerdige damp). This vapor is "driven
by the heart through the arteries into the space between bones and the periosteum." It occurs around the joints, and the vapor is trapped there. It expands the very sensitive periosteum, causing severe pain, and the affected extremities cannot be moved anymore. The swelling is internal in most cases. The bump that can be seen is only one of the symptoms. Buschoff concludes that many of the leading experts had caused considerable etiological confusion. He held that his own theory was not only backed by a number of European medical books and physicians but also by "Chinese doctors who have the same theory as mine as far as I know."

Although Buschoff might have obtained such an explanation from Chinese physicians in Batavia, there were still many obstacles to understanding their pathology. Eventually, he associated Western medicine with Far Eastern medicine, based on the hints he had obtained from various sources, and characterized the vapor as "dry and cold" and as "malignant rotten." Caused by a "weak warmth", it is generated, he said, from "rotten water and blood in internal organs", such as the stomach, liver, spleen, and "even within the head", and is carried to the heart through the blood vessels. The heart removes it by driving it through the arteries, as far as the extremities. The "vapor" penetrates the space between the periosteum and the bone, where it causes severe pain. According to Buschoff, the purpose of the treatment is to "remove the vapor that has been trapped in the affected part." The best way is to place Moxa on the artery, after having confirmed that the "pain is severe and the malignant matter is still dispersed in the blood"; then, Moxa will draw out the malignant matter or vapor. These explanations show clearly some traces of Chinese etiology.

Since Buschoff did not disclose the raw material of Moxa, scholars of the German Academia Naturae Curiosorum (Leopoldina) were in a hurry to identify it and turned to their fellow member Andreas Cleyer (1634-1698), who was running the two pharmacies in Batavia. Cleyer, a German physician, had been responsible for the company's internal supply of medicinal products since 1667. He knew that Moxa was prepared of nothing but simple mugwort (Artemisia) but pointed out that the processing techniques were of extreme im-

---

**Fig. 2** Andreas Cleyer's report on Moxa. (*Miscellanea Curiosa*, Dec. 2, Ann. 4, p. 1. Collection of the author)

**Fig. 3** Cauterization performed in 16th century Egypt, following the principle of "revulsion." (*Prospero Alpini: De medicina Aegyptiorum. Lugduni Batavorum, 1745, p. 218. Collection of the author*)
portance. Fortunately, Cleyer was appointed trading post chief at Dejima in the autumn of 1681. He had been investigating crude Asian drugs before and while conducting a general botanical survey, he collected more information about Moxa during his journey to Edo. An excerpt from a letter to Berlin was translated into Latin and published as the opening article of the Miscellanea Curiosa (1686 edition), which attracted attention from European scholars (Fig. 2).

After several months of close contact with Cleyer, the physician Engelbert Kaempfer (1651-1716) served at the trading post Dejima from the autumn of 1689 to the autumn of 1691. Back in Germany he published the translation of an illustrated Moxa-Mirror (Kysho kagami), which he obtained in Japan, in his scholarly book Amoenitates Exoticae (1712) and for the first time indicated the wide range of applications for Moxa.

Kaempfer paid particular attention to suppurative moxibustion (dano-kyū), in which the place where the skin is slightly burned by Moxa is rubbed with something like leeks to induce a light suppurating. As this treatment, which improves immunity, was applied to blastoma and other swellings too, it was more easily accepted by Europeans. Since the days of ancient Greek medicine, physicians were familiar with a method called "revulsio." In order to draw malignant matter (materia peccans) from the seat of disease to the surface and derive it from the body, the skin was irritated with a stimulant or ointment, and a suppuration was induced. As in Far Eastern moxibustion, the seat of disease and the place of treatment usually were not identical. In addition, Kaempfer knew a detailed report about a similar skin stimulus in a book about the medicine of the Egyptians (De medicina Aegyptiorum), which was published by the Italian professor Prosper Alpinus/Prospero Alpini (1553-1617) in 1591 and underwent many editions until the 19th century (see Fig. 3).

Kaempfer's Latin treatise on moxibustion and another one on acupuncture were translated and attached to his famous History of Japan (1727). Soon afterward a French, a Dutch, and finally a German version were published, leading to a widespread reception of his thoughts and materials that lasted until the 19th century.

VI. On the Transmission of Acupuncture to the West

As mentioned above, missionaries accumulated considerable knowledge of acupuncture during the era of Japanese-Portuguese exchange. However, most of their writings were short and dispersed among a variety of letters, annual reports, and dictionaries; therefore, they did not have any great impact in Europe. It was in the second half of the 17th century that acupuncture for the first time attracted considerable attention among Western physicians. Once again, Japan played a critical role. Jacob de Bondt (1599-1631), a Danish pioneer in tropical medicine, referred to acupuncture in Java with somewhat vague remarks, but Willem ten Rhijne (1647-1700), a Dutch physician who, like de Bondt (Bontius), worked for the Dutch East India Company and came to Japan in 1675, managed to make Far Eastern needling a focus of Western scholarly interest.

Ten Rhijne, a young, brilliant graduate from the University of Leiden, was selected especially to teach Western medicine in Japan. When he came to Nagasaki, he started to investigate acupuncture and moxibustion, in part to respond to the request from Buschoff, and managed to obtain some needles, Japanese illustrations, and the groundbreaking Illustrated Manual Explaining Acupuncture and Moxibustion with the Aid of the Bronze Figure and its Acu-points (Tōngrén shìxué zhēn-jīu tūjīng) written by Wáng Wěi Yì (987-1067). To figure out the content of this Chinese classic, he asked for help from the trading post interpreters Iwanaga So'ko and Motoki Shodayu Ryō. However, since their Portuguese was much better than their Dutch, it was extremely difficult for him to grasp the meaning of Wáng's descriptions. Although there were still unanswered questions and a certain anxiety, he included annotated Japanese and Chinese illustrations and an outline of the Chinese book in a collection of treatises, which were published in 1682 in London. He proposed the term "Acupuncture," derived from "needle" (acus) and "puncture" (punctura), as the Western name for the Eastern needling therapy.

Although Ten Rhijne did not achieve a clear order in his descriptions, he was able to introduce three techniques of needling, i.e., the simple straight insertion, the insertion by twisting the needle with the thumb and index finger, and the insertion by slightly tapping a thick needle on the head. The first two techniques came from China, but the tapping technique did not exist there. His book includes a copper etching of a golden needle and a tiny hammer from Japan, but ten Rhijne obviously was not aware of Misono Isai (1557-1616) and his unique diagnostic and therapeutic concept.
Ten Rhijne's explanations about the Illustrated Manual reflected his doubts and hardships at Dejima. The Chinese "tracts and channels" (meridians) became "veins and arteries" (venae et arteriae), where "winds" (flatus) and "vital spirits" (spiritus vitales) circulate, and Yin and Yang are identified as the "primigenial moisture" (humidum radicale) and "innate heat" (calidum innatum) of ancient Greek and Roman humoral pathology. Ten Rhijne was also annoyed by the relationship between the points, from which "vapor" is drawn off (signa), and the affected area (locus dolendi). This book introduced the word "acupuncture" into European languages, but it also conveyed the impression that the Japanese and Chinese have strange and difficult-to-understand therapies.

Kaempfer, who had met Ten Rhijne in Batavia in 1689, could not obtain Chinese medical books, but he was able to explain in detail the actual treatment methods, thanks to the cooperation of Imamura Gen'emon Eisei (1671-1736), his bright personal servant, and the interpreter Narabayashi Chinzan (1648-1711), who possessed considerable medical knowledge. Kaempfer too explained that the problem of the locations for needling belongs to a "specific area of Japanese surgery," that there were numerous rules for acupuncture, and that a special relationship with the "wind" (flatus) causes illness.

For the needling techniques, Kaempfer used illustrations and, in addition to twist needling and tapping needling, introduced the so-called tube needling that was invented by Sugiyama Wa'iichi (1610-1694). Ten Rhijne listed the range of acupuncture applications as follows: headache, dizziness, cataracts, rabies, tension in the back and chest, nervous twitch disorders, epilepsy, corzya, rheumatism, intermittent fevers and chronic fever, hypochondria, melancholy, dysentery, cholera, colic pain, and other illnesses caused by "wind" in the intestines, testicle swelling, arthritis, and gonorrhea. By contrast, Kaempfer's description centers on senki, a disease associated with pain and caused by the stagnation of ki in the abdominal area. As Kaempfer took ki as "wind," he also identified senki as a kind of colic (Colica). He described nine acu-points on the abdomen where the stagnant "wind" is released. This therapy does not seem to place any importance on traditional Chinese "tracts and channels" (meridians) but rather invokes the concepts of the Japanese physician Nagata Tokuhoon (1513-1630). Kaempfer had drawn a simple sketch in Japan, showing only these nine acu-points above the umbilicus and a few ribs (see Fig. 4), whereas the copper plates in his Amonitatis Exoticae and the History of Japan present an erotic Japanese woman stretching her semi-naked body (see Fig. 5).

Through the treatises of Ten Rhijne and Kaempfer the Eastern art of acupuncture became widely known in Europe. After Kaempfer's return, a great number of Western physicians arrived at the Dejima trading post, but none of them managed to make further contributions to that subject until the arrival of Philipp Franz von Siebold (1796-1866), who is known to have observed...
acupuncture from the perspective of modern Western medicine. The only exception was Isaac Titsingh, who had earned a doctor of law degree before entering the East India Company. From 1779, he served as trading post chief at Dejima three times and conducted an outstanding investigation of Japan. In Kyoto, Titsingh obtained the *Outline of the Deepest Secrets of Acupuncture and Moxibustion (Shinkyū gokuhi-shō)* published by Kimura Taichū in 1780 and, with the help of a dedicated trading post interpreter, made a Dutch translation. This book too differed significantly from orthodox Chinese writings by integrating Nagata Tokuho's unique concept of acupuncture with Ogino Gengai's combination of Japanese needling and Western bloodletting. Titsingh brought his translation to Europe, but it was used many decades later in a completely different context, so it can be omitted here.

**VII. Controversy about the Evaluation**

Like Japanese adherents of "Dutch Studies" (*rangaku*), European physicians visiting Japan could only fragmentarily understand the indigenous concepts about the human body and pathology due to the language barrier and insufficient knowledge. Nevertheless, Kaempfer, who summarized the debates of the 17th century, came to a very friendly conclusion:

They are more expert in Physick than Surgery, at least the European way of treating chirurgical cases. The physicians however do not load their patients with medicines. They make use of two external remedies, fire and the needle, both which are thought very efficacious, to exterminate the causes of distempers (which they call obstructions) and to give room to the obstructing matter, as the cause of pain (which they call wind) to escape from its prison. The frequent and daily use of bathing, which the natives of this country are so fond of, out of a principle of purity in point of religion, and a natural love of cleanliness, greatly contributes to keep them in good health, and dispels many distempers, which they would be otherwise liable to. But there are besides many and efficacious hot baths in the country, whether they send, as we do, patients labouring under stubborn and lingering sicknesses.

Kaempfer's doubts about Western medicine can be seen even more clearly in his descriptions about moxibustion. It is interesting that he praised acupuncture as a surgical treatment method.

It may not be amiss to take notice, that there are two principal remedies in surgery, supposed to be equally successful in the cure and prevention of diseases and which on this account are called in to assistance in these parts of the world by the healthful, as well as the sick, by regular Physicians and Quacks, by rich and poor. [...] Their very names indeed will appear terrible and shocking to the reader, they being no less, than fire and metal. And yet it must be owned in justice to the Japanese, that they are far from admitting of all that cruel, and, one may say, barbarous apparatus of our European surgery. Red hot irons, and that variety of cutting knives and other instruments requisite for our operations, a sight so terrible to behold to the patient, and so shocking even to the assistants, if they be not altogether destitute of all sense of humanity and mercy, are things, which the Japanese are entirely ignorant of. Their fire is but moderate, it hath nothing to terrify the patient, it is such, as the very Gods of the Country are not displeased to have burnt before them, and in a word nothing else but a gently glowing tent of the Plant, which bears the name of that celebrated Queen Artemisia. So likewise the metals they make use of in their operations of surgery, are the very noblest of all, the ornament of royal palaces, the produce of sun and moon, and, as the Philosophers pretend, richly imbued with the qualities and virtues of those two celestial bodies. The reader easily apprehends, that I mean, gold and silver, of which they have needles made in a particular manner.

However, Western physicians, who read a variety of reports regarding Far Eastern medicine without knowing its background, tried to judge its usefulness by looking for similar therapies in their own tradition. Moxa seemed to be quite familiar to them. Although they ignored Eastern concepts of meridians and treatment points, Moxa eventually was adopted as a new therapeutic mean that gained a certain level of appreciation.

On the other hand, acupuncture soon evoked sceptical responses. Professors such as Lorenz Heister (1683-1758) and Georg Ernst Stahl (1659-1734) and many other scholars who read Ten Rhijne's and Kaempfer's treatises took stagnant "vapor" and "wind" as intestinal gas and imagined Japanese and Chinese physicians inserting needles into the abdomen to release this gas.
Needless to say that such a life-threatening procedure inevitably was rejected. The severe criticism by well-known medical authorities strongly affected the reception of research on that subject for many decades to come. With the rapid progress of Europe's medicine during the 18th century, interest in Far Eastern therapies weakened even more. This slump continued until the rise of studies on the human nervous system and electrical stimulation at the beginning of the 19th century.
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